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ABSTRACT
High Dynamic Range (HDR) images capture the full range of luminance present in real world scenes, and unlike
Low Dynamic Range (LDR) images, can simultaneously contain detailed information in the deepest of shadows
and the brightest of light sources. In order to render HDR image on LDR displayers, it is often necessary to create
LDR depictions of HDR images at the cost of contrast information loss. To reduce the loss, this paper enables
to render HDRI (High Dynamic Range Image) with multiple low-bit images periodically. From the viewpoint of
a human, the pixel value is fractural. It does not adjust the tones but can reconstruct HDR images.

1. INTRODUCTION
A High Dynamic Range (HDR) image is able to accurately represent the wide range of intensity levels found in
real scenes, e.g., sunlight at noon may be as much as 100 million times brighter than starlight.1 Because their
dynamic ranges are broad enough to represent the true range of luminosity in a scene, HDR images capture
details that are perceived by the human visual system (HVS). There are 4 ways to obtain HDR images: (1)
Multiple exposure: It takes a plurality of images the same scene many times with a wide range of exposure
settings at diﬀerent exposure levels, applies neighborhood processing to each of the images, and then combines
the components into one HDR image2–6 , e.g., the “merge to HDR” feature of Photoshop CS2; (2) Computer
graphics: With the digital model of real scene in terms of geometry, lighting, and materials, computer engineers
create HDR images allowed for more realistic renditions because the units used were based on actual physical
units; (3) Reverse Tone Mapping 7 : It boosts the dynamic range of legacy video and photographs for viewing on
high dynamic range displays; (4) HDR camera 8 : Modern digital cameras can produce an image with a single
exposure of a sensor that has a native high dynamic range, e.g., Nikon D3 can output 14bits/channel images.
All the HDR images, real or synthetic, may have luminance spanning 14 orders of magnitude, and are
necessary to display images on advanced and expensive HDR display devices, capable of showing contrast of
50,000:1. However, the standard output/viewing devices such as computer monitors have merely the contrast of
700:1, 8-bit images with values between 0 and 255, or a useful dynamic range of around 2 orders of magnitude.
The range, while being larger than 2 orders of magnitude, lies partially in the dark end, human vision has trouble
discerning very small diﬀerences under normal viewing circumstances regardless the human visual system is able
to detect 4 or 5 orders of magnitude simultaneously, and can adapt to a range of around 10 orders of magnitude
over time.1
To render HDR images on devices such as computer monitors (CRTs, LCDs) and printers with a limited
dynamic range, various methods have been developed. As the ﬁrst and most developed research area in HDR
image processing, tone mapping compresses the wide dynamic range to a narrower range for display and aesthetic
purposes thus creating an LDR depiction of an HDR image. For a majority of existing tone mapping operators
this is achieved through the reduction of physical contrast in LDR (Low Dynamic Range) images, each introduces
a degree of distortion into the resulting LDR tone mapped image. As indicated in,9 two major contrast distortions
resulting from tone mapping: (1) The contrast ratio between lightest and darkest areas of the HDR is modiﬁed
in the LDR, (2) the high frequency contrasts (textures and contours) of the HDR image become less prominent,
disappear, or become exaggerated in the LDR. In reality, perceived image contrast is not only a function of
the dynamic range of the tone mapped image, but also depends signiﬁcantly on other image attributes such as
lightness, hue, chroma, and sharpness.10 All successful tone mapping operators balance the tradeoﬀ between
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loyal reproduction of the luminance range and preservation of details. As concluded by evaluations of tone
mapping operators,12, 13 it is diﬃcult for one tone mapping operator to be well-suited to all types of images.
This paper enables to render HDRI (High Dynamic Range Image) with multiple low-bit images periodically.
From the viewpoint of a human, the pixel value is fractural. It does not adjust the tones but can reconstruct.
The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents our fractural pixel scheme. The related
work are introduced in Section 3. The concluding remarks are drawn in Section 4.

2. FRACTURAL PIXEL VALUE
The human retina holds two types of photoreceptor cells. Cones sense color and respond well in dim to bright
light (0.1 to 10+8 cd/m2 ), and rods respond best between darkness and moderate light ( 10−6 to 10cd/m2), but
are blinded by saturation above 100cd/m2 .14
According to papers,15, 16 most retinal cells vary their response only within a range of intensities that is very
narrow if compared against the entire range of vision. Adaptation processes dynamically adjust these narrow
response functions to conform better to the available light. Time adaptation is an important characters of human
eyes. Time-dependent schemes15, 16 map the tone in accordance with the time adaptation model. Exponential
decay functions are often used to model temporal processing of the visual system.17–21

2.1. Problem definition
With regard to Fig.1, after an imaging system acquires a scene, an engineers synthesizes an image I with n0
bits/channel, the image will be rendered on a display of m0 bits/channel where n0 > m0 . Thus, the monitor
is not able to directly render the image without distortion. To match the image resolution with the display
resolution, the present scheme attempts to transfer the integer pixel values into perceptually fractural pixel
values so as to provide visual appearance of high ﬁdelity.

Fractural
Pixels

Figure 1. Visual system structure.

More speciﬁcally, for any pixel with value p (e.g., Red pixel value), p = q × m + r where m = c2m0 for some
integer c, 0 ≤ r < m, the present scheme aims to render pixel value as
p̃ =

r
p
=q+
m
m

(1)

perceptually instead of q only, and hence increase the visual ﬁdelity.
As few legacy displays can render fractural pixel P̃ in Eq.(1) directly, we must perform some transformations
which meet the following criterions:
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(1) Contrast ratio remains as close as original. Large, abrupt changes in scene intensities can cause dramatic
compression of visual responses, followed by a gradual recovery of normal vision. Asymmetric mechanisms
govern these time-dependent adjustments, and oﬀer adaptation to increased light that is much more rapid
than adjustment to darkness;
(2) Average value is consistent with the original;
(3) Dynamic property is optimized, i.e., minimize the distortion between the model and the implementation.

2.2. Perceptually fractural pixel value
For each pixel, its value will be sent to the display memory periodically. Hence, if any pixel is always output
as q + 1, the pixel will be brighter than the realistic one, on the contrary, if any pixel is always output as q, it
will be darker than the original one if r = 0. Therefore, it is enough to periodically output the pixel sequence
{q, q + 1}m in order to render “pixel” p̃ in Eq.(1) such that the real visual appearance is true. That is to say,
as shown in Fig.2, we output pixel value q at time t0 and pixel value q + 1 at time t1 such that the perceptual
r
pixel p̃ = q + m
∈ [q, q + 1).
q+1
q

t0

t1

time

Figure 2. Output pixel value sequence for fractural pixel p̃ = q + 1/4.

Albeit the above fractural pixel principle is easy to understand, we should estimate the ﬁdelity of fractural
pixel, and how to generate the pixel sequence. Denote the refreshing period is T, and the period is divided into
m pieces of time interval τ , i.e., T = mτ for some integer m, where τ is the refreshing cycle of the display, e.g.,
τ =10ms for 100HZ displayer.
Lemma 1: A fractural pixel with value 1/m can be approximated with a pixel sequence which includes one
pixel with value 1 and (m − 1) pixels with value 0.
Proof: The human visual system can be approximated as an exponential decay function, i.e.,
G(s) =

σ
,
s+σ

where the nominator may be other value. Assume that there is an ideal display which can render fractural pixel.
For an input signal with value 1/m = τ /T and a suﬃciently large time θ = kT + θ0 , 0 ≤ θ0 < T , the human
visual appearance is stable, hence its ideal expected average within a period T is

μ1

=
θ

θ+T

L−1 (τ /T (1 − e−σt ))dt = τ −

e−σθ (1 − e−σT )
≈τ
σ

(2)

where L−1 (·) is the inverse Laplace transform. On the other hand, denote the pixel sequence as a periodical
pulse signal x(t) of value 1, width τ and period T , its Laplace transform is
X(s) = L(x(t)) =

1 − e−τ s
,
s(1 − e−T s )

where L(·) is the Laplace transform. Thus, for a simulation fractural system, the visual response is
Y1 (s) = G(s)X(s) =

1 − e−τ s
σ
×
,
s+σ
s(1 − e−T s )
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correspondingly, the time domain is
y1 (t)

L−1 (Y1 (s))

g1 (t) + (1 − e−σ(t−kT ) )
t ∈ [kT, kT + τ ]
g1 (t) + e−σ(t−kT ) (eτ σ − 1) otherwise

=
=

g1 (t)

k−1


=

(eστ − 1)

e−σ(t−iT ) = (eστ − 1) ×

=

eστ − 1
× e−σt (eσkT − 1)
eσT − 1

i=0

(3)

e−σt (1 − eσkT )
eσT − 1
(4)

where g1 (t) in Eq.(4) is the contribution of previous input for suﬃcient large t. The total response amplitude
(energy) within any interval (θ, θ + T ) to the simulate pixel sequence is
 θ+T
y1 (t)dt
μ̃1 =
θ


=

θ

=
=
=
=



θ+T

g1 (t)dt +

kT +τ
kT

(1 − e

−(t−kT )σ



kT +T

)dt +
kT +τ

eτ σ − 1
dt
eσ(t−kT )

eστ − 1
e−σθ − e−σ(θ+T ) σkT
e−τ σ − 1
e−σ(θ0 +T ) − e−τ σ
τσ
×
(e
)
−
(e
−
1)
+
(τ
+
−
1)
eσT − 1
σ
σ
σ
−σ(θ+T )
−τ σ
−τ σ
−σ(θ0 +T )
−
1
−
e
e
e
e
(eσkT − 1) + (τ +
) + (eτ σ − 1)
(eστ − 1) ×
σ
σ
σ
e−τ σ − 1
e−σ(θ+T )
e−τ σ
στ
τσ
−(e − 1) ×
+ (τ +
) + (e − 1)
σ
σ
σ
e−σ(θ+T ) (eστ − 1)
τ−
≈τ
σ

(5)

Therefore, the visual appearance μ̃1 = μ1 .
Proposition 1: For large time t, y1 (t) has the same period T as the input function f1 (t).
Proof :
With reference to Eq.(4),
eστ
eσT
eστ
eσT

g1 (t + T ) =
≈

y1 (t + T ) =

−1
× e−σ(t+T ) (eσkT − 1)
−1
−1
× e−σt (eσkT − 1) = g1 (t)
−1

g1 (t + T ) + (1 − e−σz )
z ∈ [0, τ ]
g1 (t + T ) + e−σz (eτ σ − 1) otherwise

= y1 (t)
where z = t − KT .
Lemma 2 A fractural pixel with value r/m can be approximated with a pixel sequence which includes r pixels
with value 1 and (m − r) pixels with value 0.
Proof :
For an input signal with value r/m = rτ /T to an ideal display, after a suﬃciently long time θ, the human visual
response is stable, hence the average within period T is
 θ+T
rτ /T dt = rμ1 ≈ rτ
(6)
μ2 =
θ
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On the other hand, the simulated image sequence is a signal function
f2 (t) = a0 x(t) + a1 x(t − τ ) + . . . + am−1 x(t − (m − 1)τ ),
where aj ∈ {0, 1}, and a0 + a1 + · · · + am−1 = r. Therefore,
F2 (s) = L(f2 (t)) =

m−1


aj e−jτ s X(s).

j=0

Thus, the visual appearance is
Y2 (s) = F2 (s)G(s) =

m−1


aj e−jτ s G(s)X(s)

j=0

correspondingly, the time domain is
y2 (t)

L−1 (Y2 (s)) =

=

m−1


aj L−1 (e−jτ s G(s)X(s)) =

j=0

m−1


aj y1 (t − jτ )

(7)

j=0

After a suﬃciently large time θ, the time domain average within any interval (θ, θ + T ) is

μ̃2

y2 (t)dt =

θ

=

m−1

j=0

=



θ+T

=


aj

θ

θ+T

θ+T m−1

θ

aj y1 (t − jτ )dt

j=0

y1 (t − jτ )dt =

m−1



aj

j=0

θ+T −jτ
θ−jτ

y1 (t)dt =

m−1


aj μ̃1

j=0

rμ̃1 ≈ rτ

(8)

As μ̃2 = μ2 , Lemma 2 holds.
Proposition 2: For large time t, y2 (t) has the same period T as the input function f2 (t).
Proof :
With reference to Eq.(7) and proposal 1, for large t,
y2 (t + T ) =

m−1

j=0

aj y1 (t + T − jτ ) =

m−1


aj y1 (t − jτ ) = y2 (t)

j=0

Proposition 3 Given u = m/r is a integer and If there exist a segmentation such that aiu +aiu+1 +· · ·+aiu+u−1 =
r/u for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1, y2 (t) can be regarded as a cycle function with period uτ for large time.
Proof :
aiu + aiu+1 + · · · + aiu+u−1 = r/u for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1, hence
f2 (t) = a0 x(t) + a1 x(t − τ ) + · · · + au−1 x(t − uτ − τ )
is a period function which is the same as the input f2 (t) except the representation. According to proposition 2,
function y2 (t) can be approximated as a period function with the same period as the function f2 (x) for large t.
Lemma 3 A fractural pixel with value p̃ = q + r/m can be approximated with a pixel sequence which includes
r pixels with value q + 1 and (m − r) pixels with value q.
Proof :
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For an input signal with value q + r/m = q + rτ /T to an ideal display, after a suﬃciently long time, the human
visual response is stable, hence the summation amplitude is
 θ+T
μ3 =
L((q + rτ /T )G(s))dt = qT + rμ1 ≈ qT + rτ
(9)
θ

On the other hand, the simulated image sequence is a signal function
f3 (t)

= q + a0 x(t) + a1 x(t − τ ) + . . . + am−1 x(t − (m − 1)τ ) = q + f2 (t)

where ak ∈ {0, 1}, and a0 + a1 + · · · + am−1 = r. Therefore,
F3 (s) = L(f3 (t)) = L(q + f2 (t)) = q + F2 (s).
Thus, the visual appearance is
Y3 (s) = F3 (s)G(s) = qG(s) + F2 (s)
or corresponding
y3 (t) = L−1 (Y3 (s)) = L−1 (qG(s) + Y2 (s)) = q(1 − e−σt ) + Y2 (t)

(10)

After a suﬃciently large time θ, the average response with any interval (θ, θ + T ) is
 θ+T
y3 (t)dt
μ̃3 =
θ

=

qT − qe−σθ (1 − e−σT )/σ + μ̃2

≈

qT + rτ

(11)

As μ̃3 = μ3 , Lemma 3 holds.
Proposition 4 Given u = m/r is a integer and If there exist a segmentation such that aiu +aiu+1 +· · ·+aiu+u−1 =
r/u for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1, y3 (t) can be regarded as a cycle function with period uτ for large time.
Proof :
aiu + aiu+1 + · · · + aiu+u−1 = r/u for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1, hence
f3 (t) = a0 x(t) + a1 x(t − τ ) + · · · + au−1 x(t − uτ − τ )
is a period function which is the same as the input f3 (t) except the representation. For large t
y1 (t − uτ ) = y1 (t).
Therefore, for large t, according to Eq.(10),
y3 (T + t) = q(1 − e−σ(T +t) ) + y2 (T + t) = q(1 − e−σ(T +t) ) + y2 (t) = y3 (t)
Although Lemma 3 ensures that the average visual appearance is close to the original one, the variance of
the visual appearance will depend on the sequence {ak }. We attempt to select {ak } so as to minimize variance.
In the following, aj = aj mod m if j > m − 1.
Lemma 4 The segmentation in lemma 4 is of minimal variance.
Proof :

δ

=
θ

θ+T

(y3 (t) − μ3 )2 dt =

r 

i=0

θ+(i+1)τ

θ+iτ


(y3 (t) − μ3 )2 dt ≤ (

θ

θ+T

(y3 (t) − μ3 )dt)2

(12)

 θ+(i+1)τ
where “=” holds if and if θ+iτ
(y3 (t) − μ3 )2 dt is constant for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1. Based on Lemma 4, we can
select the period of input function as u.
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3. RELATED WORK
23

Nine algorithms were implemented to overcome the problem associated with rendering high-dynamic-range scientiﬁc imagery to low dynamic-range display devices. The algorithms were evaluated using two paired-comparison
psychophysical experiments judging preference and “scientiﬁc usefulness”. Reinhard et al.24 addressed some algorithms for HDR rendering on LDR display too. Ledda et al.25 evaluates their performances.

3.1. Direct Mapping
A naı̈lve tone mapping method select a “window” of the entire dynamic range, and clips to set minimum and
maximum values. However, more recent methods have attempted to compress the dynamic range into one
reproducible by the intended display device. The more complex methods tap into research on how the human
eye and visual cortex perceive a scene, trying to show the whole dynamic range while retaining realistic color
and contrast.
Tumblin and Rushmeier26 developed a tone mapping operator using models of human perception using
a global brightness adaptation, dark and bright regions are clipped. Larson et al.27 proposed a global tone
mapping operator which adjusts the histogram of the scene based on psychophysical models for color, glare, and
acuity perception noted by Ferweda et al..28 Global tone mapping methods.26, 27 are reasonably successful
in resolving the tone reproduction problem and avoid visual artifacts such as halos, especially to images whose
histogram is bimodal with a large gap between the modes, they tend to lose the local details of the scene.
By contrast, local tone mapping methods such as those presented in29–36 not only provide a good tone
reproduction performance, but also preserve the ﬁner details of the original scene. Such approaches typically
mimic the human visual system by computing the local adaptation luminance in the scene. When computing
the local adaptation luminance, the size of the local region is a crucial consideration and is generally estimated
using some form of local contrast measure.
Fuh et al.37 convert luminance values associated with pixels into a plurality of luminance values, and utilize
a ﬁlm transfer function for mapping the new luminance values associated with the pixels into a plurality of
luminance values to generate the low dynamic range image.

3.2. Device adaptive
Because of the variety of display technologies (LCD, LCoS, PDP, DLP, OLED, e-paper etc.), their applications
and viewing conditions, the display devices can diﬀer dramatically in their peak brightness, contrast and black
level, it cannot be expected that the same image shown on diﬀerent devices will produce the desirable appearance.
Mantiuk et al.38 proposed a mapping technique that can adjust image or video content for optimum contrast
visibility taking into account ambient illumination and display characteristics. They weighted contrast distortions
according to their visibility predicted by the model of the human visual system, and further minimize the
distortions given a display model.

3.3. Multi-level separation
In,39 a synthetic HDR image is decomposed into layers of lighting and surface properties. The light layer, which
contains most of the high contrast, is compressed and added back to the surface layers containing details and
texture. In this way, high contrast is reduced while preserving the details and texture from the original image.
For a natural HDR image, Xu et al.40 separated it into detail and proﬁle. Then they uses a global tone
mapping function to compress the proﬁle, and then produce a LDR version of the image for display by adding
the details to the compressed proﬁle. This method is capable of compressing the dynamic range while retaining
the detail in the ﬁnal image of various HDR images in a short time.
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3.4. Multi-scale
Pattanaik et al.41 proposes a multiscale model for the representation of pattern, luminance and color in the
human visual system. Similar to the work of Pattanaik et al., we have the multiscale generalization42, 43 of the
Retinex algorithm.44 In this approach, to avoid the appearance of halos close to strong edges,43 is necessarily
to ﬁnely tune the weighting of the diﬀerent scales.42 In terms of dynamic range compression, it performs well
for moderate dynamic range compression but not for high dynamic range compression.42
Continuing with the idea of segregating the image into layers of lighting and details, Tumblin and Turk35
proposed a multiscale approach to extract a hierarchy of details and boundaries. They started with a sketch of
strong features and progressively add small details, and decomposed the image into strong and weak features
using a multiscale operator, then, only strong features are compressed.
Based on spatial and statistical information, Li et al.45 decomposed a HDR image into a base layer and a
detailed layer, which represent its smoothed and ﬁne details, respectively. The problem of overall impression
preservation is regarded as a global issue in our algorithm. Statistical-based histogram adjustment is employed
to deal with the base layer. The reproduction of visual details is regarded as a local issue. The detailed layer
obtained using a spatial ﬁlter is adaptively enhanced according to the mapping function used for the base layer.
In the subband architecture,46 a symmetrical analysis-synthesis ﬂter bank is applied local gain control to
the subbands. We also show that the technique can be adapted for the related problem of companding, in which
an HDR image is converted to an LDR image, and later expanded back to high dynamic range.

3.5. Multiple Images
In contrast with rendering HDR image with a single image with reduced range, multiple images scheme47 produces
a minimal set of images capturing the information all over the high dynamic range data, while at the same time
preserving a natural appearance for each one of the images in the set.
Tumblin et al39 proposed a locally adaptive method, denoted as the foveal display, which is inspired by eye
movements. The user selects a point of attention and the algorithm computes an output image with preserved
contrast in the foveal region (a region around the selected point). It is important to remark that this approach
is dynamic in the sense that a set of images is generated with the aid of user interaction.
15

derived a new tone reproduction operator that simulates these mechanisms. The operator accepts a stream
of scene intensity frames and creates a stream of color display images. All operator components are derived from
published quantitative measurements from physiology, psychophysics, color science, and photography. Kept
intentionally simple to allow fast computation, the operator is meant for use with real-time walk-through renderings, high dynamic range video cameras, and other interactive applications. The operator is simple, uses global
rather than local adaptation models
Kentaro et al.48 constructed a background image constructed from HDR image information is displayed along
with portions of the HDR image corresponding to one or more regions of interest. Furthermore, an intermediate
LDR image is determined based on image data corresponding to one or more regions of interest of the HDR
image. The intermediate image or a derived image is then displayed.

4. CONCLUSION
The simple and elegant method is very good and with high ﬁdelity to the subjective perception of the scene.
Note that since this method tries to preserve the original perception of the scene, details that are hard to see in
the original scene will be diﬃcult to see in the output image as well. However, the present scheme requires that
the render device can manipulate the image bit planes so as to create the image sequence.
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